PTC would like to congratulate the following students who received SPE Scholarships for the year 2009-2010

SPE Henry Kahn Scholarship
• Johannes Guenther, Chemistry, research in: "immobilized tridendate phosphine ligands on SiO2: synthesis, characterization and applications in polymerization reactions"

SPE Dale Walker Memorial Scholarship
• Kevin White, Industrial Engineering

SPE Scholarships
• Geetha Pravallika Chimata, Mechanical Engineering, research in: "Injectable biodegradable polymer carriers for bone morphogenic proteins"
• Jennifer A. Carvajal Diaz, Chemical Engineering, research in: "Molecular Modeling of polypeptide based materials for biomedical and biotechnological applications"
• Guanqun Wang, Material Science and Engineering, research in: "a new drug delivery system of pH sensitive polymer with ion-exchanger"